
For your brand, Persado Enterprise generates language 
and emotion specific to your target audience driving uplift in 
engagement and conversion on any channel: email, display 
advertising, social advertising, landing pages, SMS, push 
notifications, direct mail and more, in as many as 23 languages. 
AI and machine learning determine the emotional profile 
per consumer to unlock the omnichannel personalization of 
Persado One.

Drive Higher Engagement with 
Personalized Language and Emotion

PERSADO ENTERPRISE
A revolutionary cloud AI solution that uncovers and generates the language and emotions 
that make a specific audience, segment or individual take action. For the first time, brands 
can generate and adjust language to re-create the experience of being face to face with a 
person. This can be applied with guaranteed performance across all channels, at scale and 
throughout the customer lifecycle.

Leveraging the world’s largest database of tagged and scored marketing language, and billions of 
campaign data points, Persado Enterprise is able to guarantee the highest rates of performance.

Our easy to use real-time dashboard delivers actionable 
insights and analytics for tactical purposes and support a data 

driven content strategy. See what language and emotions 
resonate best with your audience, what the best symbols are for 

creative, and the key message elements that drive response. 
And see that across different segments, channels, countries, 

campaign types and time periods.

Learn The Precise Triggers That Move 
Each of Your Consumers to Take Action 



Persado Enterprise generates custom 
language per brand including style, structure, 

vocabulary, and descriptions. It includes the 
ability for clients to control, adjust and fine 

tune the language generated to adhere to their 
brand ethos. Fine tuning includes a dial to 

raise and lower brand “intensity” levels. Our 
Enterprise professionals also work with clients 

to make customizations for brand.

Partnering with our clients happens best when we also partner with their partners. 
Agencies, are often top of the list. We integrate with popular Marketing clouds and 
ESPs such as Oracle, Salesforce, Mailchimp and Bronto, along with content delivery 
platforms like Movable Ink. In addition, Persado does process and client integrations 
to extend language through DMPs (data management platforms), Site optimization 
tools, DSPs (demand side platforms) and Mobile (SMS and Push).

AI That Learns to 
Speak Your Brand Voice

Persado Enterprise Fits Into Your Operations and Processes

The unique audience profile and language model 
is updated when consumer changes are detected. 
You can then achieve the highest customer lifetime 
value by delivering consistently high performing, 
personalized messages. Plus, see the top and bottom 
performing language elements — emotions, symbols, 
formatting and phrases — and understand why they 
drive better performance. You can leverage these 
insights in other touchpoints to improve performance 
or future campaigns using our actionable heatmaps.

Maximize Short Term Sales 
and Customer Lifetime Value

When results matter, let Persado Enterprise put the power of AI to work for you. info@persado.com  |  www.persado.com


